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Abstract
Biotechnology offers an exciting avenue towards the sustainable production of high performance
proteinaceous polymeric materials. In particular, the mussel byssus – a high performance adhesive biofiber used by mussels to cling on hard surfaces – has become a veritable archetype for bio-inspired selfhealing fibers, tough coatings and versatile wet adhesives. However, successful translation of musselinspired design principles into man-made materials hinges upon elucidating structure-function
relationships and biological fabrication processes. In the present review, we provide a detailed survey of
the state-of-the-art understanding of the biochemical structure-function relationships defining byssus
performance with a particular focus on structural hierarchy and metal coordination-based cross-linking.
We then discuss efforts to mimic the byssus in man-made materials. While there has been a strong push
to mimic the byssus via synthetic chemistry taking a reductionist approach, here we focus specifically on
recent progress of biotechnology-based strategies that more closely approximate the biochemical
complexity of the natural material. As an outlook, we provide an overview of recent research towards
understanding the natural byssus assembly process, as processing remains a critical factor in achieving
native-like properties.
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1 Introduction
Organisms such as silkworms, spiders, mussels and velvet worms fabricate high performance biopolymeric
fibers from proteins outside their bodies, exhibiting mechanical properties rivaling those of the best manmade polymers [1-4]. For example, spider silk and mussel byssus possess a toughness comparable to
Kevlar, an advanced polymer fiber utilized in ballistic panels [2]. Moreover, while the polyaramid
precursor of Kevlar requires nearly pure sulfuric acid to dissolve at 80 °C [5], these bio-degradable proteinbased fibers are created under ambient conditions, offering inspiration for green and sustainable material
processing achieved through biotechnology.
Analogous to silk, the mussel byssus is a high-performance fibrous material that has emerged as a role
model for bio-inspired materials including wet adhesives, self-healing materials and tough coatings with
technical and biomedical applications [3, 6-8]. Mussels use byssal threads to adhere and anchor to
surfaces on the rocky seashore [9]. Byssal threads can stick to a wide range of different surface
chemistries, functioning to dissipate enormous mechanical forces from crashing waves [9]. There is now
an excellent understanding of the complex relationship between the structural organization of the byssal
proteins (of which there are 10 or more [9, 10]) and the mechanical performance. Initial efforts to mimic
byssus properties via synthetic chemistry have focused on the distinctive metal-coordination chemistry in
threads [11], resulting in self-healing hydrogels, polymer coatings and even surgical adhesives [6-8]. Yet,
these materials largely lack the structural and mechanical complexity of the native byssus due to this
reductionist strategy. Alternatively, similar efforts using biotechnology more closely mimic the natural
protein sequences and conformation and more closely follow the native assembly process to achieve
greater control over material structure and thus, properties. In this review, we discuss the defining
structure-function relationships of the mussel byssus and the ongoing efforts to adapt material design
principles extracted from the byssus into materials via biotechnology. We conclude with an overview of
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the current understanding of byssus processing and self-assembly, which is critical to realizing native-like
function.
2 Structure-function relationships in the byssus
2.1 Morphology and function
A typical byssus from marine mussels (Mytilus spp.) possesses 50 – 100 byssal threads. Each thread is
approximately 2-5 cm long and further subdivided into three structurally and functionally distinct parts
known as the plaque, core and cuticle (Fig. 1A-B). The plaque is a versatile underwater adhesive glue that
serves as the interface between the byssal thread and the surface [12]. The core of the thread is a fibrous
bio-polymer anchored into the plaque that provides the energy-damping function [13, 14]. The cuticle is
a thin sheath surrounding the core and plaque proposed to function as a protective coating [15]. Below,
we discuss the core, cuticle and plaque separately, providing a brief review of multiscale structurefunction relationships.
2.2 Byssus core
The fibrous core of a byssal threads is believed to primarily determine its tensile mechanical properties
[13, 14, 16, 17]. Threads have two distinct regions known as the distal and proximal thread, which are
adjacent to the surface and mussel, respectively. These two regions differ morphologically and
mechanically with the distal region exhibiting a fibrous morphology and the proximal exhibiting a
corrugated structure [14]. While the distal region is characterized by a species-dependent stiffness of up
to 800 MPa and extensibility of ~100%, the proximal region has a ten-fold lower stiffness and twice the
extensibility [14, 18]. The combination of high strength and extensibility in the distal region results in a
toughness exceeding most synthetic polymers [2], as well as a large hysteresis (~70%). Most notably,
threads are able to recover initial properties following cyclic loading in spontaneous self-healing process
[14, 19], which is highly desirable from a biomimicry standpoint.
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Figure 1

Figure 1. Structural hierarchy of the mussel byssus. A) Mussels anchor on surfaces with a byssus.
B) Individual byssal threads are comprised of a shock-absorbing fibrous core, sheathed by a thin protective
cuticle and ending in underwater adhesive plaque. C) The core is comprised of collagenous modular proteins,
known as preCols, which are organized into a semicrystalline framework and stabilized by histidine-metal
coordination bonds. D) The cuticle, which resembles particle reinforced composite, is comprised mainly of a
repetitive DOPA-rich protein, mfp-1, which is cross-linked via metal coordination bonds with Fe3+.
E) Plaque adhesion is mainly mediated by DOPA and Lys-rich proteins mfp-3 and mfp-5, which utilize
DOPA to create a range of interactions with surfaces. In protein sequences above, bold, italicized Y
signifies DOPA.
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The core is comprised of a family of modular collagenous proteins called preCols (Fig. 1C) [20]. The central
preCol domain possesses a [Gly-X-Y]n repeat sequence typical of fibrillar collagen (X and Y are often proline
or hydroxyproline). Surrounding the collagen domain are the flanking domains, which are distinctive
between the three identified preCol variants. PreCol-D (found in the distal end) has dragline silk-like
flanking domains with polyalanine runs and glycine-rich spacers, preCol-P (found in proximal end) has a
hydrophobic sequence reminiscent of elastin, and preCol-NG (uniformly distributed) has a glycine-rich
sequence resembling extensible domains from flagelliform silk [20]. At the N- and C-termini of all preCols
are histidine rich domains (HRDs), which contain ~20 mol% histidine interspersed [20]. In addition to
preCols, the thread matrix proteins comprise ~2% of the thread composition in the distal (TMP-1) and
~35% in the proximal (PTMP-1) and are believed to play a role in assembly and fibrillation [21-23].
X-ray diffraction and spectroscopic investigations of threads have established a consistent model for the
conformation and higher order organization of preCols in the distal thread [13, 16, 19, 24, 25]. Wide-angle
X-ray diffraction (WAXD) investigations confirmed the presence of collagen triple helices similar to type I
collagen, but also clearly identified the presence of cross 𝛽-sheet structure arising from preCol-D flanking
domains [13, 19] – an assignment supported by FTIR spectroscopy [25] and NMR investigations [24]. Small
angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD) studies further revealed that preCol triple helices are organized into 6 + 1
hexagonal bundles (Fig. 1C), arranged in a semi-crystalline hierarchical structure [13, 16].
End-to-end linkage of preCol bundles is mediated by the HRDs via both covalent bonding and metal
coordination interactions between histidine residues and Zn2+ (Fig. 1C) [17, 26]. Coordination bonds
consist of several histidine ligands, which donate a lone pair of electrons into empty outer shell hybrid
orbitals of the transition metal ion [11]. Coordination bonds possess properties between covalent bonds
and non-covalent bonds with an intermediate bond strength and an increased lability in terms of bond
exchange. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) results confirmed the presence of protein-Zn2+ complexes
in native byssal threads mediated, on average, by three histidine residues and one aspartate residue [17].
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XRD and FTIR performed during in situ mechanical testing revealed that preCol collagen domains do not
extend appreciably during loading, whereas preCol-D flanking domains unfold to large extensions and
refold on very short time scales [13, 16, 19, 25]. The beta sheet structure, therefore, provides a source of
reversible hidden length due to its highly compact folded structure, contributing to extensibility. However,
XAS investigations indicate that sacrificial His-metal coordination bonds rupture first, providing the high
stiffness and strain energy during cyclic loading [17]. Current models indicate that self-healing arises from
re-formation and exchange of broken metal coordination bonds towards a native-like cross-link network,
leading to recovery of stiffness [17]. Thus, byssus core mechanical performance depends on the
hierarchical organization of protein building blocks and cross-links at multiple length scales.
2.3 Byssus cuticle
Surrounding the extensible core is a thin (5-10 µm), bumpy layer known as the cuticle (Fig. 1D).
Mechanically, the cuticle is stiffer and harder than the core, with values comparable to engineering
epoxies [15]. Surprisingly, in spite of the high hardness and stiffness, the cuticle is highly extensible, which
is remarkable since hard materials are typically not stretchy. Thus, the cuticle could inspire novel
engineering polymers for extensible coatings in applications such as flexible electronics and biomedical
devices.
Currently, only one protein is confirmed in the cuticle – mussel foot protein (mfp)-1. However, recently
transcriptomic analysis has identified other possible candidates [10]. Mfp-1 is a repetitive protein
consisting of ~80 tandem repeats of a highly conserved decapeptide sequence (Fig. 1D). Different species
have slightly different sequences, but always exhibit a basic isoelectric point (pI) due to the prevalence of
lysine and contain highly conserved Tyr residues, most of which are enzymatically modified to 3,4dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) [7]. Mfp-1 is largely unstructured based on spectroscopic analysis [27].
However, nanostructural analysis of the cuticle indicates a clear higher order organization consisting of
spherical granular regions (~500-1000 nm) with a brain-like texture embedded in an amorphous matrix
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(Fig. 1D) [15, 28]. Currently, not much is understood about the role of this unusual structure; however,
previous studies revealed that the matrix appears to deform more than the embedded granules,
suggesting different stiffness [15]. In addition to proteins, the cuticle contains elevated content of metal
ions such as iron, vanadium and aluminum [29]. Confocal Raman spectroscopic imaging of the cuticle
revealed the presence of DOPA-Fe and DOPA-V metal coordination bonds localized in the cuticle and
further showed that, compared to the matrix, granules possess twice the DOPA-metal cross-link content
(Fig. 1D) [28, 29]. Removal of metals via chelation resulted in an >80% reduction in material stiffness and
hardness, while soaking metal-depleted threads in solutions of FeCl3 and VCl3 resulted in full recovery of
material performance [29], strongly supporting a model in which DOPA-metal coordination contributes to
the hard, yet extensible properties of the cuticle.
2.4 Byssus Plaque
The byssus plaque has received the most attention from researchers wishing to replicate its remarkable
ability to adhere to almost any surface chemistry in salty seawater environments, which has obvious
biomedical and industrial relevance [7]. Bound water, ionic double layers and biofilms present numerous
challenges for wet adhesion; yet, mussels have evolved a protein-based mechanism to circumvent this [7,
12]. Spearheaded by the Waite group, nearly forty years of research have gone into unraveling the
complex adhesive mechanism in Mytilus spp. mussels, resulting in a very detailed understanding of the
biochemistry behind their stickiness [12]. The plaque consists of at least five proteins, although several
more putative candidates were recently identified via transcriptomics [10]. The main players at the
adhesive interface between plaque and surface are the proteins mfp-3 and mfp-5 (Fig. 1E), both of which
are small, DOPA and Lys-rich proteins. The interaction of mfp-3 and mfp-5 with various surfaces has been
intensively studied using a technique called surface force apparatus (SFA), which measures work of
adhesion for monolayers of biomolecules. Using SFA on different surfaces, it was determined that mfp-3
and -5 create strong interactions primarily mediated with DOPA, which interact via hydrogen bonds,
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hydrophobic interactions, metal coordination and covalent cross-linking depending on the surface
chemistry presented and the local conditions (Fig. 1E) [12, 30]. DOPA’s known tendency to oxidize at
seawater pH to the quinone form, which tends to form covalent cross-links and is less efficient at adhesion
[7, 12, 31], is counteracted by a cysteine-rich protein, mfp-6, which functions as an effective reducing
agent [32]. Additionally, it was recently proposed that Lys residues in the adhesive proteins displace
cations in the electrical double layer on metal oxide surfaces, clearing the way for DOPA adhesion [33].
More recently, evidence has emerged that DOPA and other aromatic residues in plaque proteins may also
participate in cohesive cation-pi interactions with positively charged side groups of lysine and arginine
during the formation and function of the byssus plaque [12, 34, 35]. The biochemical subtleties inherent
to mussel adhesion have great potential for inspiring synthetic underwater glues.
3 Mussel-inspired materials
Based on the structure-function relationships described above, many groups have attempted to transfer
extracted design principles from the byssus into man-made materials. However, due to the underlying
complexity of the natural system, this is easier said than done. While traditional polymers are produced
from long chains with repeating monomeric subunits, protein function is determined by specific
sequences of amino acids with defined length presenting side chains with different chemical properties.
The sequence and length of the proteins determined by natural selection are intimately linked to the
higher order hierarchical structure of the materials, which largely determine material properties.
Initial efforts to produce mussel-inspired materials took a minimalist approach, reducing the complexity
of the byssal proteins to single amino acid moieties [36, 37]. In particular, there has been a strong focus
on harnessing metal coordination chemistry mediated via Histidine and DOPA moieties towards synthetic
production of wet adhesives and self-healing materials [6-8, 36-39]. This reductionist synthetic approach
has been highly successful; however, the details are well reviewed elsewhere [6-8] and lie outside the
scope of the current review. Rather, we focus here on discussing biotechnological efforts to produce new
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materials from protein and peptide building blocks. As summarized in Table 1, we discuss this research in
terms of three categories: 1) materials from purified proteins 2) bio-based production of materials from
recombinant proteins and 3) materials from synthetic peptides. Indeed, investigations of the native byssus
reveal, if anything, that the desirable material properties are not just the result of a single functional
group, but rely on the complex interplay with other residues and hierarchical architecture.
Biotechnological processes are promising for production of sustainable polymers under ambient
conditions and permit closer mimicry of the complexity inherent in the native system, leaving the
functional groups in the context of their natural chemical and structural protein environment.
3.1 Materials from extracted byssus proteins
The potential of a biotechnological approach for mussel-inspired materials was demonstrated over a
decade ago with purified proteins from the byssus and mussel soft tissue, including mfp-1 and the preCols.
For example, preCols extracted and purified from mussel foot tissue of Mytilus californianus were easily
drawn into fibers with ultrastructure and mechanical properties reminiscent of native byssal threads (Fig.
2A) [40, 41]. A drawback of this approach was the very low protein yield– only ~1 mg from 30 mussel feet.
Alternatively, several groups utilized both basic and acidic partial hydrolysis of crude byssus that resulted
in larger amount of relatively impure fibrous byssus material, which could be formed into free-standing
water-insoluble films with fibrillar structure and tunable properties [42-45]. Additionally, Cell-Tak™, a
formulated protein solution extracted from mussels containing mfp-1 is marketed as a natural adhesive
for attaching cells or sections of tissue to a wide range of surfaces. However, mfp-1 faces a similar problem
to preCol of inefficient extraction and purification yields [46]. Based on methods developed by Waite and
co-workers, it is possible to extract and purify many of the byssus adhesive proteins including mfp-3 and
5 [47, 48]. Dependent on ionic strength and pH, purified mfp-3 is able to form self-coacervates – a liquidliquid phase separation proposed to be critical to the formation of the adhesive interface due to low
interfacial energy and high density [12, 49]. However, the extraction of mfp-3 from mussel feet, like preCol
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Table 1. Mussel-inspired materials achieved through biotechnology.

purified
thread
proteins

recombinant
thread
proteins

musselinspired
peptides

mussel thread
protein

recombinant/peptide
version

resulting
material

preCols

NA

hand-drawn
fiber

byssal thread
hydrolysate

NA

waterinsoluble films

mfp-3

NA

selfcoacervate

preCol-D

preCol-D

nanofibrils

ptmp-1

ptmp-1

adhesive

mfp-1

rfp-1

mfp-1

rfp-1

mfp-1

rfp-1

mfp-1

rfp-1

coacervate

mfp-1

rfp-1

selfcoacervate

mfp-5

rfp-5

adhesive

mfp-5

rfp-5

adhesive

suitable for cell biological
applications
immobilization of antibodies

mfp-1, mfp-5

fp-151

adhesive

greater production yields

[59]

mfp-1, mfp-5

fp-151

adhesive

[58]

mfp-1, mfp-5

fp-151

composite
nanofibers

mfp-1, mfp-5

fp-151-RGD

adhesive

mfp-1, mfp-5

fp-151-peptide

adhesive

improved purification
scaffold for bio-active molecules.
E = 44 MPa; 𝜎ult = 18 MPa; 𝜀ult =
107 %
superior cell-adhesion and
spreading abilities
enhanced adhesion, proliferation
and spreading of mammalian cells

mfp-1, mfp-3,
mfp-5

fp-131,
fp-151

complex
coacervate

enhanced adhesive strength

[63]

preCol-D

HRD-DN

free-standing
films

mfp-3

mfp-3S-pep

coacervate
adhesive

surface
coating
adhesive
hydrogel
polymeric
nanoparticles

PEP-pI-4, PEP-pI-6.5,
PEP-pI-10, PEP-pI-4adhesive
dimer
E = stiffness; 𝜎ult = strength; 𝜀ult = extensibility; Wad = work of adhesion
mfp-5

properties

ref.

similar structure and properties to
native threads. E = 71 MPa; 𝜎ult =
40 MPa; 𝜀ult = 107%
pH-tunability; dye removal. E = 10
MPa; 𝜎ult = 2.5 MPa
dependent on pH and ionic
strength
defined secondary structure,
presence of triple helices
enhancing mouse osteoblast cell
adhesion, collagen interaction
Fe3+ mediated bridging. Wad = 5.7
mJ/m2
flexible viscoelastic and selfhealing behavior
pH-responsive anti-breast-cancer
drug release
cation-𝝅 stabilized. Wad = 4.8
mJ/m2

[40]
[43, 44]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[54]
[53]
[52]
[55]

salt-triggered. Wad = 5.0 mJ/m2

[35]
[56]
[57]

metal-tunable architecture and
mechanics. E = 3.5 MPa (w/o
metals; 23 MPa (w/ Zn2+)
improved adsorption kinetics and
quantity

[60]
[61]
[62]

[65]
[67]

enhanced adhesion via amino acid
synergy
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[68]

and mfp-1, is labor-intensive and produces low yields, making it impractical for mass-production of bioinspired adhesives.
3.2 Materials from recombinant byssus proteins
Recombinant approaches offer promise towards producing higher yields of byssus proteins. Efforts to
produce preCols in bacteria have met numerous challenges due to the high degree of post-translational
modification (hydroxyproline is critical for the collagen stability); however, by using Pichia pastoris as an
expression host, Scheibel and co-workers successfully produced preCol-D recombinantly [50]. Similar to
preCol extracted from mussel foot tissue, it formed nanofibrils under native conditions; however, this
approach currently suffers from the similar low yields of native extraction and needs to be optimized. It
has also been possible to recombinantly express the two matrix proteins present within the fibrous core,
tmp-1 and ptmp-1 [21, 23]. It was proposed that both proteins influence the mechanical properties of
byssal threads via their direct interactions with preCols [21, 22]. Studies with recombinant ptmp-1
demonstrated that the matrix protein mediated via von Willebrand type-A like domains is able to enhance
mouse osteoblast cell adhesion and interact with type I collagen, reinforcing its role in thread assembly
and function and its potential use as a biomedical adhesive [51].
Mfp-1, like other byssus proteins, possesses a highly repetitive protein sequence, resulting in a biased
amino acid composition that, during recombinant expression, can inhibit cell growth or cause formation
of inclusion bodies, leading to low recombinant product yields. In addition, the heavy post-translational
modification of mfp-1 (e.g. hydroxylysine and DOPA) presents an additional problem, as DOPA plays an
essential role in protein function [12, 31]. A strategy to circumvent the inherent challenge of expressing
very long and repetitive proteins is the biotechnological production of a shortened construct, in which
tyrosine residues are modified to DOPA enzymatically in vitro following expression. For example, rfp-1, a
truncated variant of mfp-1 comprising only 12 tandemly repeated decapeptides (AKPSYPPTYK)12 was
successfully produced and exploited in several studies [52-54]. Following enzymatic modification of Tyr to
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DOPA, Fe3+ could mediate strong bridging of rfp-1 coated surfaces via DOPA-iron complexation [54]. A
potential medical adhesive and sealant based on rfp-1 was developed in which gelation of concentrated
rfp-1 solution was mediated either by noncovalent Fe3+ complexation or quinone-mediated covalent
cross-linking [53], resulting in tunable viscoelastic and self-healing behavior. The pH sensitivity of the
DOPA-Fe3+ complex was exploited to develop an electrospraying process to synthesize polymeric
nanoparticles based on rfp-1 and doxorubicin, a commercial anti-breast-cancer drug, in which drug
release was induced via pH-dependent changes in DOPA-metal coordination (Fig. 2B) [52]. The
nanoparticles were efficiently taken up by cells and drug release resulted in a cytotoxic effect on the
cancer cell line. Additionally, truncated versions of mfp-1 were used to investigate the role of charge in
the mechanism underlying complex coacervation of byssal thread proteins [35, 55].
Based on their role in adhesion, mfp-3 and mfp-5 have become attractive targets for biotechnological
production of underwater glues (e.g. for biomedical applications), especially as they are biocompatible
and biodegradable. The biotechnological production of mfp-5 was reported more than ten years ago and
used as a bio-adhesive for cell biological applications [56]. By fusing recombinant mfp-5 with two domains
of an antibody-binding protein, it was also possible to immobilize antibodies onto surfaces [57]. To
address issues of protein yield, a novel fusion protein fp-151 was developed with six mfp-1 decapeptide
repeats at each terminus of mfp-5, exhibiting significantly greater yields and the potential to be used as a
tissue bio-adhesive and even an electrospun scaffold for biomedical applications (Fig. 2B) [58-60]. To
further promote the potential of fp-151 in the biomedical arena, an RGD cell-adhesion recognition motif
was fused with the C-terminus resulting in improved cell-adhesion and spreading abilities [61]. Other
extracellular matrix (ECM) peptides stemming from fibronectin, laminin and type IV collagen were also
fused to fp-151, demonstrating the potential of this approach for adhesives for cell culture and tissue
engineering [62]. The potential role of complex coacervation in mfp-3 and mfp-5 mediated adhesion was
also investigated using fp-151, as well as fp-131, a recombinant protein containing six decapeptides of
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Figure 2. Mussel-inspired materials via biotechnology. A) PreCols purified from mussel foot tissue were
drawn into anisotropic fibers with native-like properties [40]. B) Nanoparticles based on recombinant mfp1 were used for pH-induced drug release [52], while rfp-151, a recombinant fusion mfp-1 and mfp-5, was
electrospun into nanofibers with polymer-blending partners and can serve as a scaffold for bioactive
molecules and cell growth [60]. C) Peptides based on preCol His-rich domains self-assemble into freestanding peptide-films, the hierarchical architecture and mechanics of which can be tuned with metal ions
[65]. A peptide based on mfp-3 self-coacervates, promoting adhesion on wet surfaces [67].
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mfp-1 at both termini of mfp-3 [63]. By using hyaluronic acid as an anionic counterpart both formed
complex coacervates, which enhanced the adhesive strength of the material approximately two-fold. In
an effort to circumvent challenges involved in the efficiency of enzymatic post-translational modification
of tyrosine to DOPA in recombinant mussel proteins, researchers have also been able to incorporate DOPA
during recombinant expression via misaminoacylation of DOPA to the tyrosine tRNA [64]. This resulted in
a higher DOPA content compared with enzymatic methods and a concomitant increase in adhesive
properties.
3.3 Materials from byssus peptides
An alternative approach to recombinant expression is peptide synthesis, in which short stretches of
protein sequence (less than 40 amino acids) are utilized. Peptides allow a more minimalist approach that
still leaves functional amino acid groups in the relevant biochemical context of their native sequence. For
example, several peptide-based studies investigated the preCol histidine-rich domains (HRDs), with a
specific focus on their role in pH-dependent self-assembly and mechanical performance of threads [11,
17, 20]. Inspired by the natural assembly process, HRD peptides based on the N-terminal histidine-rich
domain of preCol-D (HRD-DN) were investigated and formed into free-standing films both in the absence
and presence of metal ions, demonstrating tunability of both the higher order structure and mechanical
properties of the films (Fig. 2C) [65, 66]. Similarly, short, but representative regions of mfp-3 were
harnessed to elucidate the role of amino acids other than DOPA in coacervation and adhesion [67].
Although shorter, the resulting peptide possessed the main characteristics with abundant positively
charged and aromatic residues. To shed light on DOPA’s role in adhesion and coacervation, peptides with
modified and unmodified Tyr were investigated. Notably, the DOPA-modified peptide formed a singlecomponent coacervates promoting faster initial adsorption kinetics and enhanced adsorption (Fig. 2C)
[67]. A similar approach using different peptides based on mfp-5 in which tyrosine residues were
enzymatically modified to DOPA demonstrated that synergistic effects between amino acids over the
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whole protein sequence are crucial for the strong adhesion of mfp-5 [68]. Taken together, these studies
demonstrate that mussel-inspired peptides can be a valuable alternative to recombinant full-length
constructs when addressing specific research questions.
4 Byssus bio-fabrication
As described above, there has been a great deal of progress in the development of mussel-inspired
materials and adhesives in the last 15 years, both through synthetic chemistry and biotechnological
means. However, as of yet, these materials do not match the performance of the biological role model,
which likely originates from the lack of structural hierarchy and chemical complexity that defines the
native byssus. Breakthroughs in achieving hierarchical structure in artificial spider silk spinning and thus,
native-like mechanical properties, were precipitated through a detailed understanding of the natural silk
spinning process, which begins in the silk gland located in the spider abdomen [4, 69]. Along these lines,
recent efforts towards improving mussel-inspired materials are aimed at achieving an improved biological,
physical and chemical understanding of byssus formation [32, 70, 71]. In the final section of this review,
we provide a brief overview of the current understanding of the natural byssus bio-fabrication process.
4.1 The mussel foot
Byssal thread formation takes place in the mussel foot, a tongue-shaped organ, which extends out of the
shell 3 to 4 times its initial length to form threads on the surrounding substrate (Fig. 3A) [71-73]. Three
different glands have been identified within the foot in which the various byssus proteins are synthesized
and stockpiled prior to secretion. The glands were identified over 40 years ago via histology and electron
microscopy revealing high content of secretory vesicles with distinct shapes and sizes, acquiring a range
of different names due to their appearance and proposed contents of the vesicles [73-78]. Here, we utilize
a more recent nomenclature, naming them according to the parts of the byssus they produce – i.e. the
core, cuticle and plaque gland [71].
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During the formation process, protein vesicles from the glands are secreted into a small trench along the
top of the foot called the ventral groove forming the main part of thread (Fig. 3B) [71-73]. The groove
terminates in a small divot called the distal depression where the plaque is formed. This process
superficially resembles polymer injection molding, a process used to bring polymer melts into a desired
morphology [71-73]. The entire assembly process lasts 3-5 minutes, during which the secreted protein
vesicles self-organize into the byssal thread complete with its highly complex micro and nanoarchitecture, which is afterwards released from the groove (Fig. 3B). Considering that this process takes
place under ambient conditions, byssus fabrication has become an important role model for sustainable
polymer processing. It is proposed that during assembly, secretory vesicles undergo a fluid-to-fiber
transition due to a change in pH and salt concentration [11, 12]. For example, a pH low as 2 was measured
in the plaque secretion during the formation process, which dramatically increases to pH 8 of sea water
after the thread is released [79].
It is extremely challenging to track this dynamic formation process in vivo as it occurs in the groove hidden
from view. To overcome this challenge, researchers developed a protocol to induce secretion of protein
vesicles via injection of a 0.56 M KCl solution into the base of the foot where the pedal nerve center sits
[76]. Following induction, a fibrous structure can be detected in the groove which was further analyzed
using several techniques [70, 71, 76]. While this so-called induced thread is morphologically impaired due
to the harsh KCl injection, which paralyzes the mussel foot, it provides a means of studying the aspects of
byssus formation that depend on spontaneous self-assembly [70, 71, 80]. Indeed, certain structural
features similar to the native thread are achieved via induction, indicating that self-assembly drives much
of the formation process [71]. Below, we will describe the details of the core, cuticle and plaque formation
individually.
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Figure 3. Schematic summary of byssus formation. A) Each byssal thread is individually created by the
mussel foot organ. B) Byssus proteins are stored in the foot within secretory vesicles in specific glands in
the foot, and secreted into the groove and distal depression where they self-assemble into a new thread.
C) PreCols are stored in core vesicles as a liquid crystal phase. Self-assembly to a semicrystalline fiber is
likely initiated via a pH trigger. D) Cuticle vesicles self-organize into a thin layer on the assembled core and
are later cross-linked via DOPA-metal coordination. E) The plaque-core interface self-assembles into a
complex root-like interface. DOPA-rich proteins in the plaque utilize a range of different interactions to
mediate adhesion and cohesion.
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4.2 Core formation
The proteins comprising the core are produced by the largest gland located along almost the entire mussel
foot. The core gland was initially named the white gland due to its coloration and later named the collagen
gland due to histological evidence of collagenous proteins in the secretory vesicles [74, 75]. The secretory
vesicles have an ellipsoidal shape with a long axis of 1 – 2 µm (Fig. 3B). Core vesicles exhibit a characteristic
banding pattern in TEM and show birefringence under polarized light, leading researchers to speculate
that preCols are stored in a smectic liquid crystal phase, aligned like books on a shelf [16, 40, 77, 81]. This
pre-packing of proteins is believed to contribute to formation of the semi-crystalline alignment in the
native thread (Fig. 3C) [16, 71]. Self-assembly of the core vesicles in induced threads showed alignment
of proteins on the scale of hundreds of microns, but not on the centimeter-scale as observed in native
threads. This suggests that biologically controlled processes, such as mechanical drawing, might be
important to achieve higher order alignment [71]. In addition, the thread matrix proteins PTMP-1 has
been shown to exhibit a clear influence on the morphology and higher order organization of collagen
fibrils in vitro[22, 82], suggesting an important role in guiding the formation process of the native thread
core.
Raman spectroscopic investigation of the core vesicle proteins revealed that the secondary structure
resembles type I collagen and barely changes shortly after induced assembly. However, comparison
between induced and native threads show certain differences, which may arise from post-processing [71].
It is still unclear how the liquid crystal protein phase transitions to a solid semi-crystalline fiber. One strong
hypothesis supported by studies of HRD peptides (section 3.3) is that the pH increase going from secretory
vesicle to seawater induces a conformational transition of the HRDs leading to aggregation and assembly,
which is initiated by the deprotonation of Histidine (pKa ~6.5) (Fig. 3C) [65, 66]. Notably, histidine
deprotonation also promotes metal binding, which is well-established to contribute to the mechanical
performance of the thread [11, 17] (section 2.2). It has been further hypothesized that evolutionary
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conserved Tyr residues at the ends of preCol proteins are converted to DOPA, which becomes oxidized at
the high pH of seawater, forming covalent crosslinks between the ends of neighboring preCols.
4.3 Cuticle formation
The cuticle is formed via secretion of the vesicles from the cuticle gland following core formation.
Although it was initially suggested that the vesicles in the cuticle gland contain enzymes such as catechol
oxidase (leading to the name enzyme gland) [83], Zuccarello demonstrated the gland contains DOPA-rich
proteins secreted as a protective outer cuticle for the core, after which it was renamed the accessory
gland [73, 78]. The protein vesicles in the cuticle gland possess a distinctive mottled internal structure [76,
78], which is partially retained in the granules of the byssus cuticle (Fig. 1D) [15, 28]. In induced threads,
the cuticle vesicles aggregate in the groove and then form a thin layer on top of the already assembled
core (Fig. 3D) [71, 76]. These data suggest that the cuticle vesicle contents, known to contain mfp-1,
possess a low surface tension, which is consistent with the tendency of recombinant mfp-1 to form
coacervates [35].
Metal coordination mediated by DOPA residues in mfp-1 is responsible for the hardness and stiffness of
the cuticle [28, 29] and was also suggested to be necessary for the assembly process, guiding early efforts
towards mussel-inspired polymers [37]. However, recent in situ investigations of cuticle assembly using
Raman spectroscopy showed no evidence of DOPA-metal coordination, leading to the hypothesis that
metal ions are likely infiltrated in a later step after assembly of thread hierarchical structure [71]. The
source of the metal ions remains elusive – on one hand, metal ions from the sea water could passively
infiltrate the byssal thread after its release, as shown in vitro in metal-depleted threads [28, 29] and on
the other hand, metals acquired from seawater could be stored in the filter feeding mussel and actively
secreted during byssus assembly. The second hypothesis is supported by studies that tracked uptake of
radioactively labeled metal ions taken up into mussel tissue, which inevitably ended up in the byssus after
mussels were placed in fresh seawater [84]. Regardless of the mechanism, infiltration and coordination
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of metal ions after the structure is already formed shows that metal ions are not necessary for the
assembly process [71]. This is highly relevant to current efforts to produce mussel-inspired
metallopolymeric materials, most of which mix the polymer together with the metals and then induce
assembly by raising pH [6, 37].
4.4 Plaque formation
The plaque is composed of at least 5 different proteins which function in certain parts of the plaque;
however, as described above, the main players at the adhesive interface are mfp-3 and mfp-5 [7, 12].
These proteins are stored in round vesicles (d = 1 – 2 µm) in the plaque gland in the distal region of the
foot. Since the proteins contain a high percentage of DOPA residues, the plaque gland was formerly known
as the phenol gland [74, 75]. Protein vesicles in the plaque gland are secreted via a complex system of
small channels called longitudinal ducts [76] in a temporally regulated fashion by which certain proteins
responsible for interfacial adhesion are secreted first, whereas others follow later [70]. The complex
micro- and nano-porous structure of the plaque is observed shortly after induced secretion, suggesting a
quick and dramatic transition from a dense, fluid protein phase to an open-cell foam (Fig. 3B and E) [71,
80]. It has been suggested that the adhesive proteins are stored as coacervates, which then spontaneously
transition to a solid due to the local physiochemical environment (pH, salt concentration) [12, 71]. As
mentioned, coacervates are dense liquid-liquid phase separations, possessing a low interfacial energy,
which allows them to spread over surfaces, enhancing adhesion. Specific variants of purified mfp-3, for
example, have been demonstrated to self-coacervate, dependent on a combination of hydrophobic and
electrostatic forces achieved by balancing pH and ionic strength[49]. Similarly, a recombinant form of the
cuticle protein mfp-1 lacking DOPA was also discovered to self-coacervate under appropriate conditions
of pH and ionic strength, which was proposed to be mediated via cation-pi interactions between tyrosine
and lysine residues[35]. While these in vitro demonstrations of the ability of plaque and cuticle proteins
(or their analogs) to form liquid-liquid phase separations provide compelling reason to believe that
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coacervates contribute to byssus formation, their presence and role in vivo remains to be demonstrated
during natural formation.
Interestingly, during thread formation, the plaque proteins and core proteins do not mix, but rather
spontaneously form a complex interface where the thread core protrudes into the plaque resembling a
root-like structure [71]. Storage of proteins in dense coacervates (plaque) and liquid crystals (core) is
suggested to be critical for this process. As in the other byssal thread parts, complex crosslinking of the
proteins eventually leads to the transition of the liquid precursor to the solid material, proposed to occur
via DOPA-metal coordination, as well as oxidation driven covalent bond formation [71, 80]. An essential
part of this is the redox control of DOPA-residues in the plaque proteins, which is proposed to be enhanced
by mfp-6, a cysteine-rich protein [12, 32].
4.5 Extracted principles
To summarize, the current understanding of mussel byssal thread assembly highlights three important
factors that facilitate rapid assembly of complex hierarchically structured fibers 1) stimuli responsive
behavior of the protein building blocks 2) control of microenvironment via vesicles 3) triggered assembly
in response to changing local conditions. In this way, the mussel is able to store large amounts of fluid
precursor at high concentrations by simple physicochemical controls (pH, ionic strength, redox
conditions). These parameters are apparently tuned to bring the proteins into liquid crystal and complex
coacervate phases, which contribute to the attainment of semicrystalline order and enhanced adhesive
spreading, respectively. During secretion, the transition to seawater conditions induces controlled
aggregation of the stimuli-responsive protein precursors, which due to their protein sequence, respond
to changes in pH and ionic strength with altered conformation and cross-linking capacity. These crucial
factors could be readily transferred into bio-inspired production processes via both synthetic chemistry
and biotechnology, with promise for sustainable fabrication of high performance polymers.
5 Conclusions
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Proteinaceous biopolymeric materials such as silk and mussel byssus are important role models for
inspiring sustainable production of next generation advanced polymers. In particular, byssus has already
spawned many mussel-inspired materials and glues, which tap into the metal coordination chemistry of
the byssal threads to achieve wet adhesion, self-healing capacity and high toughness [6-8]. While much
of this success has been achieved through a reductionist approach via synthetic chemistry,
biotechnological approaches are increasingly important as they permit researchers to more closely mimic
the complex biochemistry, and thus, multi-scale structure of the native material. Indeed, it has been
clearly demonstrated that the biochemical context of the natural protein sequences of the byssal proteins
is critical for material performance. As demonstrated in efforts to produce artificial recombinant silk fibers
with native properties, a biotechnological approach for producing mussel-inspired polymers must be
coupled with a deep understanding of the natural byssus fabrication process [4, 69]. Recent investigations
in this direction have highlighted the importance of stimuli responsive protein sequences, controlled
microenvironments and physicochemical assembly triggers [12, 71], all of which can readily be transferred
to the lab bench via biotechnological approaches. However, this will likely require appropriate technology
development to mimic this complex fabrication process, which is perhaps most closely approximated with
microfluidic devices and 3D printing. While much remains to be done, the outlook for biotechnological
production of mussel-inspired materials is very positive.
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